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The Ramada Storax Group

The Ramada Storax factory was 
founded in northern Portugal 
in 1935 by engineer Francisco 
Ramada. The company became a 
licenced manufacturer for Dexion 
Ltd – renowned UK founder 
of the storage and materials 
handling industry - in 1958. Their 
relationship endured for nearly 
40 years.   

Independent since the late 1990’s, Ramada Storax 
acquired a UK-based company called Barpro 
in 2001.  Having developed an innovative rail-
mounted storage system in 1968, Barpro was the 
pioneer of the modern mobile racking industry and 
had continued to hone their invention, becoming 
world leaders over the ensuing 30 years.

When the Ramada Storax Group acquired Barpro 
in 2001, the company inherited the leading edge 
technology and know-how that became the 
springboard to further innovative research and 
development. Today Ramada Storax export their 
systems world-wide and are also involved in the 
creation of pan-European EN design standards.

In 2003 Ramada Storax backed the creation of a new trading division of Storax 
UK: Storax Racking Supplies.  As a stock-holding source of supply-only racking and 
shelving for trade dealers in the industry, the business is now a well-established and 
respected supplier in the storage equipment marketplace.

Storax UK are Associate members of SEMA and full 
members of the Sema Distributor Group.

The Ramada Storax Group plays an active part in the creation of industry 
standards with the European Federation of Materials Handling (FEM).



Storage schemes that feature the movement of product within the confines of a 
racking framework are generally referred to as ‘dynamic’ or ‘live’ - as opposed to 
‘static’ - solutions.

In addition to the savings achievable from high-density static racking – eg reduced 
physical space that can result in lower costs of lighting, heating, rent and rates - 
dynamic solutions also offer the scope to make further economies: productivity 
improvements can be obtained by reductions in truck travel distances during storage, 
retrieval and marshalling operations.

Furthermore, predictable stock control with minimal manual intervention is an 
inherent feature of dynamic racking schemes, thereby minimising the chance for 
date-sensitive products to be picked in the wrong order.

The 2 most frequently-used 
methods of creating dynamic 
storage use either nesting carts 
/ trollies (right) or long ‘beds’ of 
metal rollers (below, left).

To create dynamic storage for 
cartonised goods rather than pallets 
a lighter-duty solution can be created 
using tracks fitted with plastic glide-
wheels (below).

As with dynamic pallet storage, order 
fulfilment rates are improved due 
to operators having less distance to 
cover during picking operations.
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Unlike static drive-in racking, dynamic storage schemes can permit 100% access to every 
lane and all stock movements take place at the rack face rather than trucks having to 
drive in and out of the lanes.   This can significantly improve operating speeds.  Lanes are 
installed at a slight gradient so that pallets travel simply within the system under the force 
of gravity: there are no power costs or complicated electrical circuitry to consider.

Storax SP racking is suitable for use in either temperature-controlled or ambient conditions 
and can be designed to accommodate the distinctive technical features of the nominated 
manufacturer’s dynamic parts.

Cart Push Back Racking (right):

The first pallet is placed on the top cart.  When the truck operator offers up the second 
pallet the top cart is pushed back into the lane, revealing the next available cart.  This 
operation is repeated as required, or until the lane is fully occupied.  As each pallet is 
subsequently removed, the remaining carts move forward and nest on the vacated cart(s) 
to bring the next pallet to the pick face.

Cart Push Back Racking relies on truck operators to control the flow of pallets during loading 
and unloading.  Each cart manufacturer will therefore specify a maximum unit pallet weight 
and a maximum number of pallets / carts per lane to ensure safe operation of their system.

Roller Push Back Racking (left): 

As with Cart Push Back, Roller Push Back Racking relies on the truck operator to push one pallet back in order to place 
another pallet in the lane.  However, Roller Push Back solutions usually incorporate braked rollers within the lanes: these 
regulate the speed at which pallets travel towards the picking face when a pallet is removed.  Because of this integral, 
automated control over the pallet movements, Roller Push Back can accommodate heavier pallets in longer lanes than 
Cart Push Back, although maximum capacity is ultimately governed by the individual design characteristics of each 
manufacturer’s particular dynamic product offering.

Cart Push Back and Roller Push Back Racking both deliver last in, first out (LIFO) stock management.
Deciding whether carts or rollers will provide the right solution depends on a number of factors, including the condition and 
type of pallets being used and the quantity of pallets to be accommodated in each lane.

Roller Live Storage Racking (right):

Instead of loading and off-loading from the same rack face as is the case with Push Back schemes, roller-
based systems can be designed with an operating aisle at either end of a block of storage to create an on-
load (replenishment) and an off-load (picking) face.  This produces guaranteed first in, first out (FIFO) stock 
rotation and can also help to rationalise truck movements by having replenishment and picking operatives 
working only in their dedicated aisles.
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Carton Live Storage:

Carton live storage is exactly the same in principle as roller live storage.  The 
fundamental difference is that it is for managing the storage and handling of goods 
that are not palletised and is therefore loaded and picked by hand rather than by 
truck.

Product is loaded into lanes of glide wheels from the on-load face and travels under 
the force of gravity until it reaches the off-load/picking face, giving first in, first out 
(FIFO) stock rotation.

As with pallet live 
storage, product is 
held captive within the 
racking framework, 
giving protection against 
damage and/or external 
interference.  Systems 
can be designed to 
operate with cartons or 
with plastic tote boxes, 
depending on the needs 
of the operation.

Labelling systems can be incorporated at the on-load and the off-load faces to help 
operatives to identify the correct lanes when loading and picking, thus minimising the 
chance for errors to occur.

In high-bay 
warehouses, it 
is possible to 
design a scheme 
that combines 
a hand-
loaded picking 
operation at 
ground level 
with static 
bulk pallet 
storage above 
it to exploit the 
available head 
room.



The maximum height of a dynamic pallet storage scheme is influenced by criteria that 
include the physical available space, the vertical reach of the truck and the driver’s 
ability to load and unload high-level lanes safely.  Maximum heights of hand-operated 
live storage solutions are governed by the ergonomic requirements of the system’s 
operatives.

Storax SP racking can be 
built to whatever height 
the solution requires.  It 
is available in a full range 
of duties and is simply 
adapted using standard 
accessories to integrate 
with dynamic products 
from all 3rd party 
manufacturers.

In addition to Dynamic solutions, 
other high-density storage 
products in the Storax range 
include Storax Poweracks mobile 
racking (left), Storax Drive-In 
racking (below) and the Storax 
Ranger shuttle system (below, 
left). 
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